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Ious keeper ofleftovers and schedules, a trim and neatly dressed

woman whose blonde hair and precise Nordic features bespeak

her Finnish heritage, and the concomitant Scandinavian distaste

for frippery, waste, effusiveness. This studio, though, is her space

of creative rumination, even dreaming, a place where she can
indulge her deep-delving intellectual inclinations. Historic illus-
tration, contemporary news photography, vintage advertising,
children's drawings sourced online or in archives, and old story-
book illustrations (one favourite source is the Walter Benjamin
children's book collection at the Frankfurt University)-all of it
goes into Wainio's image-composte, which for some time now
has taken on a sepia-swampy vegetable palette that evokes decay

or the faded look of aged documents and low-grade mechanical
reproduction.

For years, her preoccupations have been consistent. The image

of Puss in Boots, for example, has haunted her for a decade. At
first, in the normal course of her motherly rounds, Wainio found
herself reading the tale to her children, but repeated exposure
deepened her interest, and soon she was using her free time to

research the character, plumbing his social significance. The story

dates back, she says, to the 1695 tales of French writer Charles

Perrault, but they circulated orally long before that- stories of a

mischievous cat who assists his peasant master in transgressing

social hierarchies and attaining nobility. It's a fantasythat took
hold in popular culture at a time when those social hierarchies

were most intractable. In the 19th century, though, the image

of Puss in Boots began to appear in advertising, now conferring
its magical transformative powers on consumer goods, from
soup to shoe polish. Call it antique branding; this is a talis-
manic effect that continues today. You can find references to the
phenomenon in recent paintings by Wainio that feature swans

and other birds, their feathers bearing the subtle patterning of
Louis Vuitton logos. In one painting in her studio, a white swan

displays the delicate traces of that pattern on its wings, a plumed

commodity fetish rustling its feathers beneath the light of her

reason.

Together, we look at her paintingThe Governor General and

the Fox. Here, Puss in Boots bows in greeting to a rural farmer
who seems to have come straight from current news reports
on Afghanistan or India. (ln fact, he has: she shows me the
newspaper clipping containing the source photograph in her
files.) At the other end of the painting these same characters
part company. "l was interested," she said, "in how Puss in Boots



came out of a pre-modern moment in Europe, when people were

still using the ox and the plough. In many parts of the Indian
subcontinent, for example, those transformations are just now

taking place." Her picture directs us to consider that.
At centre stage in this painting Wainio has placed the standing

figure of Albert Henry George Grey, the former Governor General

of Canada ( 1904 to 1911 ) for whom the Grey Cup is named. He

is clad, somewhat improbably, in the costume of Puss in Boots.

Wainio again locates her source for me: a Xerox of a photograph

she found some years ago. "You can see that he is going to a

costume ball and that his costume is based on the 19th-century

illustrations of Gustave Dori-with the wide belt, the feathered

hat and the fancy ruffle around his neck." Grey is accompanied

by the figure of a cigar-smoking fox in an evening dress-a dandy

character from Wainio's imagination, created in the style of the

19th-century Parisian illustrator and satirist JJ Grandville.
Another painting, titled Centuries, is propped nearby. It

harbours a black tornado-like form at the centre and, at right,

the image of a dapper gentleman in his hansom cab, drawn by

two zebras. It's a treasured image from her archive, and it depicts

the eccentric Walter Rothschild, a man of lavishly exotic tastes.

His portrait here recalls a moment of expansiveness when indus-

tries like oil and the railways were burgeoning. "There was this

kind of blind confidence in progress that you can see in these
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images," she told me. "When I look at the confidence of their
poses, I actually find that very poignant. They had no idea what

was coming."
The image of the oil well appears in a number of these new

paintings, a more recent motif for Wainio, and an image that

reflects her growing unease-both as a citizen and as a mother-
about the degradation of the planet. Some of these structures are

rendered in the crude style of a child's drawing, leaning towers

that seem to wobble and tilt, as if buffeted by hurricane winds.

Others evoke photography, standing derricks that gush a profu-

sion of oil (pictorially) and paint (on the picture's surface),

the iconography referencing the materials used in their making.

Some of these effusions seem to vent freely in great arcs of

loose brushwork, but others resolve themselves into delicate,

feathered forms reminiscent of the marbled endpapers of old

books, their colours muted but lovely. "They are mixed down,"

she says of these hues. "More metallic paint is mixed into them.

I think those coiours suggest the chemicals of early photography,

or the chemicals of petroleum." In some, the derricks spew white

paint heavenward, and it hangs above the figures in a proscenium

arrangement that suggests the framing devices of 19th-century

str-rdio photography. I wonder with her if the gusher is standing

in for the creative process, in which memories and thoughts and

sensations are dredged from the depths and brought into view.

1 Centuiles, 2013, acrylic

on canvas,78 r 120 inches

Photograph: colrtesy Paul Petro

Contemporary Art, Toronto

2 Rabbits,zq0l,acrylic

on canvas, 54 r 60 inches

Pholograph: courtesy

Tr6panierBaer, Calgary

Preceding pages:

Carol Wainio, fhe Eovernor

General and fhe F|x,2012,

acrylic on caflvas,60 x 100

inches Ph0t0graph: courtesy

Paul Petro Conlemporary Art,

Toronto
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1 Ragnen il3.2109,auylc

on canvas,36 x 36 inches

Phologlaphs: courtesY

TrdpanierBael, CalgaIY

2 Bagnen 14 2009, acrYlic on

canvas,40 x 48 inches

3 Bagnen 16, 20tg auylic or

canvas,10l5xl525cm

4 Puss in Boots Co\ies.2009.

acrylic on canvas,54 x 72 inches

5 Puss in lhe Suhcontinenl

(H 11, Atdhft Pradesh)\dela\l).

2009, aclylic on canvas,

60 x 100 inches
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When she is not painting, Wainio spends time
with her husband and her two grown sons. She

reads profusely, and also maintains a blog titled
"Media culpa," which is devoted to scrutinizing
the media. In this capacity, Wainio is most famous
for having called out The Globe and MaiI's Margaret
Wente for plagiarism, creating a brief storm of
unwanted publicity for both the blogger and (one
presumes) her subject. "lt's not about me and it
never was meant to be," Wainio says, "but I iust
can't understand how this was so easy for me to
find." Importantly, the endeavour is of a piece
with her work as an artist; like her paintings, her
blog concerns itself with stories, their sources,
and with how they get passed along through
time in a sequence of shifting iterations. "lt's not
that different from what I do with the images,"
she says, referring to her own pictorial detective
work. "That sort of process of transmission really
interests me." She pu11s out another file folder and
shows me copies she has made of illustrations of
Tom Thumb, the diminutive hero vvho leaves his
scattering of crumbs, or his little pebbles, on the
trail so he can find his way back from the deep

woods. The motif came to be repeated in the images
of Hansel and Gretel, another tale of evil parents
abandoning their young. Can the original source
be found, in fact, or is it lost in the mists of oral
traditionT "There is always this kind of mutation
between tales," she says.

It was her experience ofreading to her boys that
reinvigorated her painting practice. Recalling their
bedtime ritual, she said, "l hated the books for the
most part; they were stupid and ugly. But it was the
repeated experience of reading aloud that inter-
ested me. I used to wonder, what would it be like
to have only looked at four pictures? What kind
of experience is that? Or to only know one or two
stories ? "

She can remember, also, looking at her sons'
video games some years later, and noticing that the
synthetic world on screen was without shadows,

a world in which there are no imagined rotations
of the sun, no fixed relatlon to light, no depth-
humanity's deepest modes of spatlal and temporal
orientation imagined away.

Time spent in museums is another wellspring
for Wainio. Her experience of Flemish painting,
for example, dlrected her thinking in a new
way. "l have never been interested in virtuosity,

2

or in the history of art as a discrete discipline,"
she said, "but I am very interested in what we

can see about people's experience in a different
moment." In the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,

she noted that people lived with the single Biblical
narrative; it rvas the one story everyone shared, at
least in Europe. "When I look at Flemish painting
what captivates me is what it tel1s me about their
experience of time. I feel that when I look at the
detail in a painting by Hans Memling or Rogier
van der Weyden. What would it be like to live in a

time before photography? What would your rela-
tionship be like to the thlngs around you? I can't
explain it in words," she says finally. "That's what
sticks me in front of these things for so 1ong." I

Sarah Milroy is a Toronto-based writer.

I lre Sroes, 201 0, acrylic on

canvas,44 x 76 inches Pholograpis

courtesy TrepanierBaer, Calgary

2 lre Sroes(detail), 2010


